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In june of 2018 I was commissioned bya customer to carry out a full restoration of a 1940 Indian four.

The Bike was complete, but in need of a full refurbishment.

The previous owner had taken care of her since 1981 but, nowadays due to his advanced age and
weakness, was encountering difficulties to pilot this beauty.

The main and generai customization the bike had received was a usual supply of chrome, moreover
prolonged years of low usage had brought an unpleasant covering of rust.

So the first step of the restoration was a complete dismantling of the bike, and a full check of alignment
of the frame and fork. The frame was okay, but the fork (it can happen on leaf spring models) was slightly
twisted.

So, I realigned the fork, bending it with blowtorch and checking alignment with laser. Then I substituted
ali shafts and bushings. These bikes are quite heavy, but a fork in perfect condition makes the bike seem
much lighter .

The second step was the construction of a turnable engine support table. This support structure allows
the engine, even fully assembled with cylinders, to be inverted upside down, making any work, on the
bottom or top, easier.

The third step of the job was a full check of babbitt bearings alignment. This detail is important, and
allows the engine to run smoothly at very low rpm. Luckily the babbitts, due to low usage, were stili in
perfect condition. So, I simply changed ali valve springs, piston rings, clutch springs, gaskets, felts, corks,
seals, and after complete dismantling of the engine I sandblasted it with (02, much more gentle on
surfaces than thinner glass sand. This procedure allowed the engine to return to its originai condition,
instead of sand that is too abrasive.

After that ali cylinders were sandblasted and repainted. While ali external parts were cad plated. Several
bolts and screws, damaged over the years, were substituted with new ones, identica I to originals (thanks
to J. Greer engineering)

An intensive care was taken in the restoration of the generator-distributor unit, now fully rebuilt. It's now
extemely reliable, and a minor deviation from originality, being upgraded to a 1948 regulator, much
better than 1940 cut out.

Other small deviations from originality are the presence of a 1941 front fender (it allows much easier tyre
changes) and the installation of an Indian service front brake (aestetically identica I to the originai, but
much stronger, thanks to double cams and increased thickness).

Another source of dedication in my work was a careful check of the pump, where ali internai parts were
checked, and what necessary was substituted.

I also proceeded to renew the carburetor, reworking it with the lathe and installing an over-sized venturi.
Then I installed new needles, bushings, shafts, seats, and now it works like new.

I also checked ali parts of the speedo, and the unusual gear made in soft materia I (prone to wear) was
changed with a new one.
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Ali extra chromed parts were sandblasted, then chrome was removed with a galvanic process, and finally
powder coated in black. Aiso the frame, rims and fork were powder coated, while I preferred to use
acrylic laquer for the hubs and brake drums, in order to protect ali threads and clearances.

The exhaust, a perfect reproduction of an A.G. Sprague unit, was triple layered with copper, then nickeled
and finally chromed. This process avoids the yellow discoloring close to the cylinders, even after many
hard ridden miles.

This marvelous bike now rides, sorry., flies in a really enjoyable way! It idles like a kitten and roars like a
tiger!

I hope that you fall in love with her as I did.

Yours sincerely. Gianvittorio Celot, Indian Agency, Italy.
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